**Junior Quality Assurance tester**

**Job Description:** POSITION DESCRIPTION: Display System Development has an established quality improvement process that addresses bug resolution for HMI suite of products. In the beginning of 2015, a specific product improvement program was created that focused on further refining and improving the quality of the TT4000. As these quality improvements are implemented, additional testing must be performed in order to prevent new defects from occurring. PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITIES: In order to fully support the objectives for Built-In Quality and drive for zero defects, there is a need for an additional resource in Product Engineering (HMI). Principal activities required include writing scripts and creating automated test procedures, documenting and maintaining test plans, help files and Content Management System, and performing both manual and automated weekly testing.

**Job Requirements:** QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelors Degree in Electrical or Computer Engineering with a 3.0 minimum GPA is required. The tester(s) would ideally be skilled in C#, HTML and JavaScript, while object oriented analysis and design experience would be beneficial. The ability to communicate ideas clearly is a must. Other personal skills included ability to work well with others, team spirit and flexibility with personal schedule to meet deadlines. A sense of urgency and organizational skills are required to work with multiple projects and competing priorities.

If interested email resume to NTamayoshi@kforce.com